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Baby born in dorm
Campus police investigate incident

Pholo by Charles A. F*iio

"WE'RE simply not going to admit any transfer
students who want to major in either one of those
crowded fields." said Dr. John Mundy.

Transfers

A James Madison University student gave
birth to a baby girl on the third floor of Shorts
Hall Tuesday morning.
According to David Walsh, commonwealth
attorney in Harrisonburg and Fred Hilton,
assistant to the vice president of universitiy
relations here, the circumstances surrounding
the baby's birth are under investigation by the
campus police and Walsh's office.
Both Hilton *and Walsh refused to disclose
any details regarding the birth.
"I can't give you a great deal of information," Walsh noted. "I can confirm the
fact that a baby was born to a student, and the
whole situation is being investigated by the
JMU police."

resident advisors had been instructed not to
elaborate on the subject.
Walsh said he did not know when the investigation would be completed. "With each
new fact, that may or may not raise new
questions," he said.
According to a source in Shorts, the baby
was born in the kitchen on third floor.
However, rumors from Shorts residents indicated it was born in a bathroom. Both
Walsh and Hilton refused to give the exact
location.

Hilton said the mother and baby were taken
to Rockingham Memorial Hospital and, to his
knowledge, both are alive. Hospital officials
refused to comment.

—Pat Benatar performed a "satisfying"
concert in Wilson Hall Sunday. See Folio
review, page 9 and photos, pages 10-11.

BOTH HILTON and Walsh said that no
charges have been filed against the mother,
but that the investigation is continuing.
Alan MacNutt, director of the campus police,
would not comment other than to say, "I will
neither confirm nor deny the subject."
Shorts' head resident Dave Baker also
refused to comment and added that all Shorts'

Inside. . •
—See page 14 Sports, as the Dukes outclass Division III opponent Salisbury State
74-54 Tuesday.
—Columnist Mark Legan contends,
"There are certain dorms that are as
popular as a leper colony in the winter."
See commentary, page 19.

Applicants to popular
majors not admitted
By CINDY ELMORE
Transfer students wishing to major in communication
arts or business will not be admitted to James Madison
University this spring, due to a new admissions policy.
The policy has been implemented for the spring 1981
semester. "We'll evaluate that, and we will then decide
what we're going to do as we approach the fall
semester," said Dr. John Mundy, director of administrative affairs here. Mundy was chairman of a
committee which created the policy.
Potential transfers who may meet all entrance
requirements for JMU are affected by the decision.
About 30-40 qualified applicants have already been
denied admission for next semester, according to
Francis Turner, director of admissions.
"(The policy) was made because those are the fields
that are especially crowded, so we're simply not going to
admit any transfer students who want to major in either
one of those crowded fields," Mundy explained.
Communication Arts and the School of Business have
attracted the highest percentage of JMU majors in
recent years.
Various faculty members in communication arts are
unhappy with the policy, particularly claiming that they
had no input in the decision.
Dr. Rex Fuller, communication arts department head,
said he was told of the policy only after he contacted the
admissions office to inquire about a student's application into his program.
Dr. William Hanlon, dean of the School of Business,
told The Breeze he was not aware the policy denied
admittance to all transfer students in the two areas.
IN ADDITION, several JMU administrators have said
the new policy will not solve the overenrollment
problem.
This semester, JMU has exceeded enrollment figures
set by the state by some 367 students, at last count. As a
result, the university may be required to return a percentage of its tuition revenue to the state.
Those students rejected on the basis of major were
given the option of having their application and $15
application fee carried forward for consideration for the
fall 1981 semester or having their fee returned.
Turner added that his office has stopped honoring
iContinued on Page 3)

FROM A vantage point atop the water tower
across from Main Street, the JMU back

campus behind Wilson Hall appears
nonexistent on a recent warm day.
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Apartment residents blast lack of fire safety
By CHRIS WARD
Presidential
Apartment
residents' concern for their
safety in case of fire has
prompted
the
Student
Government Association to
request university action.
Reminded of a Nov. 4 fire in
the Shank Apartments that
caused $8,000 damage and left
six JMU students temporarily
homeless, the senate voiced
its concern for fire safety in
the university-opera ted
apartments by unanimously
passing the resolution on
Tuesday.
Commuter senator R.J.
Conyers
presented
the
resolution after he intiated a
petition signed by 196 or 66
percent of the 300 residents
there.
The petition states that the
residents "express a grave
concern over the possibility, of
a fire" and "feel that
adequate safety is not
provided" in the apartments.
"THERE IS definitely a
problem there," Conyers said.
"And everyone we contacted
agreed that something should

.

Photo by Yo N*«aya

SGA CHAIRMAN Pro Tempore Al Willner considers a senate
proposal Tuesday.

Christmas Special I
Entire stock of

-14K Gold earrings
now 25% off
-14K Gold chains
now 40% off

in Valley Mall

SUNSHINE SPORTS
703/434-7679
1 24 S. Main
Harrisonburg, Va.

.

SKISALB!
Ski Wear 10-30% off

Ski Packages (Skis, Poles & Bindings)
"P to 30% off

All Ski Accessories 10% off

be done."
Originally the resolution
was brought up before the
Commuter Student Committee, which decided more
support was needed before it
could be presented to the
senate.
Conyers called the 196
students and each agreed that

"their lives and property are
inadequately protected," he
said.
"There is especially a
problem with the basement
apartments," he continued.
Conyers noted that the only
smoke alarm in the apartments is a single alarm at the
(Continued on Page 4)

GO FOR IT!
Schlitz Makes It Great
The Beer
For The 80's
CHECK THESE
NEW RELEASES
BLOND1E
OUTLAWS
STEELY DAN

Autoamerican
Ghost Riders
Gaucho

HEART
Hits/Live
ROD STEWART Foolish Behavior
EAGLES

Live

Certified Technicians on duty
...Let them check your bindings .
and tune yourskis
Ski Rental Available
20% off all Warm-up Suits
OP&J DAILY TILL CHRISTMAS
9till 9 Mon.-Fri.
9-5 Saturday

M-W
10-6

Th-Fri
10-9

Sat
10-6
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* Transfers
(Continued from Page 1)
requests
for applications because the
desired number of transfers
can be met with present applicants.
In prior years for spring
semester transfers, "We have
been able to accommodate
students, generally, who met
the entrance requirements,"
Turner said, adding, "I may
be told that in the future we
will continue to extend some
control based on major. But
then you get back to the same
situation—you bring in new
students and the students here
suffer because of the new
students coming in."

Photo by Chariot A. Fail*

"I MAY be told that in the future we will continue to extend some
control based on major," said Francis Turner.

THE 57 STUDENTS applying for re-entry were not
affected by the new policy,
and have been accepted.
Administrators interviewed
agreed that some type of
change was necessary, so that
the current communication
arts and business students
could schedule their major
courses.

BULL YOUR WAY
THROUGH COLLEGE!

Bull your way through college with a six-pak of Schlitz Malt
Liquor. The great change-of-pace drink with a taste that has
it all over beer. Perfect when you want something to go with
special times: like after the party, before the party, and. of
course, during the party
But whatever you do this semester, do it with
Schlitz Malt Liquor. Because when it comes to great
taste, we've always made the grade.

SCHLITZ MALT LIOtOR
DON T SAY BEER SAY BULL!

BOD DISTRIBUTING

"I would feel very unpolicy," be added. "If it was
comfortable accepting
discrimination on the basis of
students and having them
race or sex, there would be a
arrive here, and they find that
case. Some institutions are
they were perhaps unable to
more eager to admit transfer
schedule classes," said Dr.
students than others. The
Fay Reubush, dean of adpeople at Madison would be in
missions.
a much better position to
The policy is intended to
decide who to admit than I
avoid adding
to class
would."
scheduling difficulties already
As far as solving the
faced by students in these two
university's overenrollment, a
popular majors, added Dr.
study by the Office of Student
Donald McConkey, dean of the
Orientation and Academic
School of Fine Arts and
Advising has concluded,
Communication.
"There might be a significant
"Here's the problem: we're
margin of error in selecting
going to try to reduce some of
students for admission to JMU
the pressure
on comon the basis of their choice of
munication arts enrollment,"
major." Based upon a twohe said. "In eight weeks, , year survey of the 1978 freshthey're going to be moaning
man class, 67 percent changed
about the fact that you can't
their major at least once
get any communications
during a two-year period.
courses."
Fuller added that students
But McConkey agreed the
in other majors change to
policy is a "simple expedient
communication arts almost on
to solve an immediate
a daily basis.
problem. I don't think that this
Alternative temporary and
... will address the problem of
long-term solutions to JMU's
crowding in communication
overenrollment problem have
arts," which he contends is
been mentioned by adnot caused by transfer
ministrators here.
students.
"The obvious answer to
However, Fuller noted that
solving this problem is to hire
his department depends on
more faculty and spend more
transfer students to maintain
money, but we don't have any
quality. "Many of our most
more money, and we aren't
successful students are, or
authorized by the state to hire
have been, transfers," he
more faculty. So you've got to
said. "Twenty percent of the
limit the students some way,"
cast of Punch Henry's Jazz
McConkey said.
Funeral is made up of
The state is reluctant to
students who have tranpermit more faculty positions
sferred. The ironic thing here
in popular programs, Hanlon
is that we're suffering from
said, adding, "If we doubled
success."
the business school faculty,
we might find five years from
now that lo and behold,
SOME 58 PERCENT of
students want to major in
students with journalism
education."
concentrations are transfers,
According to Reubush, the
as well as three of the past sue
committee considered
editors of Cnrio magazine,
denying admission to all
according to journalism intransfer applicants for the
structor David Wendelken.
spring semester but decided
"The (journalism) program is
against it
similar to athletics," he said.
"You
would
not
stop
Several
actaiinistrators
recruiting athletes for one
have noted alternatives such
semester.
as admitting students to
majors at the end of their
"I think it is extremely
sophomore year based upon
critical—should this policy be
grade point averages, holding
extended—that
input
be
auditions for entrance into
gained from the faculty
majors, limiting entrance into
because they know best what
upper-level courses only to
problems it will create."
those students in that course
Although the new plan was
major and increasing the
discussed by all deans at
prerequisites for certain
JMU, the final decision was
popular courses.
made by a special committee
Although these alternatives
chaired by Mundy, and inmight solve problems of
cluding Reubush, Dr. Thomas
crowding, they would cause
Stanton, vice president of
additional problems, Hanlon
academic affairs, and Fred
said. "We may have to
Hilton, assistant to the vice
become more restrictive if the
president
of
university
problem continues. But we're
relations.
hoping it is a short-term
One communication arts
problem."
faculty member said, "If I
had been told of the new policy
THE 30-te students denied
when I talked to transfer
admission were sent letters
students, I would not have
which stated in part, "Since
encouraged them to apply for
the number of new students
admission. Because I didn't
admitted is limited to the
know about the policy, I came
off looking stupid."
resources available to the
University, we, regretfully,
cannot process your apCOLLEGES and univerplication for the spring term."
sities in Virginia have broad
Their selection of major was
autonomy in establishing their
not cited as the real reason for
admissions procedures, actheir rejection.
cording to Ralph Byers,
Although McConkey said
assistant director of the State
that the communication arts
Council of Higher Education
department and the School of
in Virginia.
Business will not decrease in
"The courts have been slow
popularity at JMU, Fuller
to intervene in academic
noted, "to arbitrarily exclude
one group is not, I don't think,
Support
a good answer in the long
run.
March of Dimes
.. • ■ ■
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Academic probation may limit involvement
committee is approved.

By KELLY BOWERS
Students on
academic
probation here could be
prohibited from participating
in non-credit athletics, performing arts and student
government, if a suggestion
currently before the Faculty
Senate
academic
policy

Prior to this semester,
students
on
academic
probation were barred from
participating because
university officials believed
these activities would "tax the
students more than nec-

cessary," said Committee
Chairman Dr. Frank Adams.
But the current policy was
initiated in September, and
this semester students have
had free access to extracurricular activites.
Adams explained that one

administrator believed the old
policy, could not and was not
l«ing enforced. "It put the
university in a hypocritical
position." Adams said.
The committee is considering ways to enforce the
policy renewal if it is approved. Some options being

Changes proposed in honors graduation
SGA senate at its meeting
Nov. 25.

By SUZANNE CALE
A proposal to raise the
standards
required
to
graduate with honors was
passed by the Commission on
Undergraduate Studies.
Steve
Snead,
Student
Government
Association
legislative vice president,
reported the change to the

The minimum cumulative
grade point average for
graduating with honors from
James Madison University
was raised from the present
3.25 standard to 3.40, Snead
said. He added that Com-

-k Apartment
(Continued from Page 2
top of each back staircase,
which, he said, "wouldn't do
much for those in the
basement.
"By the time the alarm
went off, it would really be too
late for the people in the
basement. Even if they could
get out, they would lose all of
their property."
CONYERS
RECENTLY
asked Harrisonburg Fire
Chief William Austin and a
member of the Harrisonburg
Building Inspections Office,
Dennis Kurtz, to inspect the
apartments. He said although
both Austin and Kurtz found
"nothing illegal" regarding
fire safety at the Presidential
Apartments, Kurtz did note
several areas that could pose
danger to the students there,
according to ConyerS"
"He said he had to inspect
the building codes, but didn't
find anthying legally wrong.
But there were things like a

mission
Chairman
Dr.
Thomas Stanton broke a tie
vote by ruling in favor of the
proposal.
1981 graduates will not be
affected by the change.
Two new courses, American
Studies 250 and Religion 270,
also were approved by the

commission to be offered
here, Snead said, pending
approval by the University
Council.
The senate lacked a quorum
necessary to conduct new
business or vote on proposals.
A quorum consists of twothirds of the membership.

considered are to include this
recommendation
in
the
constitutions
of
student
groups as a requirement for
an office holder. Another
suggestion is to have students
in these extracurricular activities sign a pledge stating
that they will meet the
academic requirements. This
pledge would be similar to the
present honor pledge.
A third proposal is to leave
the enforcement to the
students and their academic
advisors.
"The faculty
has
a
responsibility to keep students
who are in academic trouble
from getting into deeper
academic trouble. Flunking
out is ruinous," Adams explained.

WERNER'S

lack of windows in the
basement apartments and the
windows being too high or not
large enough for students to
escape in case of a fire if they
have to," Conyers said.
The problem, however, for
JMU officials is that since the
university does not own the
apartments it therefore is not
responsible for maintaining
and obeying
any
fire
regulations, according to
Conyers.
"JMU HAS no say-so over
there, really, since Showalter
owns the apartments. It's kind
of a sticky situation," said
Conyers who also resides at
the apartment complex.
But the bottom line, Conyers
said, is that while the
minimum legal requirements
are met, that may not be
enough to adequately protect
student residents.
"Legal or not, there needs to
be more protection for us out
here," he concluded

Party Package Store
Budweiser "NaturalLight" bottles
Budweiser "King of Beers" cant
Budweiser Party Pae tz/iz cans
Stroh's Party Pac tz/iz cane

1.99
1.99

3.89
3.89
Erlinger "The Classic Brew of 1893" 2.19
TuborgGold "Go for the Gold*
1.79
Andecker PremThe Golden Brew
1.99
"Longnecks-Bar Bottles"
Budweiser Long necks Case 24
"special" 6.99

Blue Ribbon and Schmidts

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
JObKESPONSIBILITIES
Resident Advisors or* involved In the management and
operation of the University'* 24 residence halls. Resident
Advisors assist students with their continuing personal
and social adjustment by acting as odvlsor, sometimes
peer counselor, and by working closely with the
professional staff of the Student Affairs Division.

SELECTION CRITERIA
Candidates should possess ob Millies m the oreos of
communication, leadership, orgonliation. creothrift/ and
academic achievement . They should demonstrate a
willingness to assume a responsibility (or the
development of an effective Wing and learning
environment-

REQUIREMENTS
A 3.0t urmjlaliv* flr ad* point ov*rog* it r*quir*d prior to
rhofkttdayotomploymont. Durngrho ttrm of
MIDtgyntnl, Advlior • mutt Ikn It Ih.lr acod.m ic court*
loop to 17 undorgroduotocrvdn hour* or 13 graduate
Ml hours.

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
HFORMATKJNAl MEETINGS Will IE HELD IN EACH
RESIDENCE HALL DECEMU* •II.
CONTACT A HESIDENCE HALL STAFF MEMtER FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

LL

6

Case 24

*49

KEG ROOM SPECIALS:
Blue Ribbon 71/2 gab
"Free Ice "

Old Milwaukee is gals
"Free Ice"

nof

**•*»

25.95

Busch Prem by Bud 15 gals 27*95
"Free Ice"
Milk 1 gal jug
1.99
Egg Nog Shenandoah's Pride qt 1.09

Eggs Extra Large
Potatoes No 1 10 lb.bag
Onions 3 lb. bag Med.

x 59

.89
.69

Pepsi Cola (Zlt- 5O.70Z)

1.19
■

..

'.'.'.'.'.\

fv
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UPB EVENTS

THeqeenter^ttic

HARRY WALLER
SPECIAL GUEST

DECEMBER 4
7:30,930
$1.2$w/ID
Sl-75 guest

Karl St oil
December 4

*-

•30

C/S THEATER

$1.00

PINK PANTHER
FILM FESTIVAL
Dec. 5 The Pink Panther
Dec. 6 Revenge of the
Pink Panther
7:30,10:00
$1.25w/ID
$1.75 guest
G/STheater

ROBBIN THOMPSON
BAND
opening act
ARZNOVA

DECEMBER 5
8:00 p.m.
$3.00 w/ID
$4.00 guest & at door
Wilson Hall
General Admission
Tickets Now On Sale UPB Off ice
^««
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Many Christmas

Gift Ideas df.
• CHEESE BOARDS
• GIFT BASKETS
• FANCY COOKIES
• WINE—CANDIES

Only at
SBHOBSS9

60VV. WATER ST. HARRBONeURG
PHONE 434-7647

110 S.JBfBtSONST. LEXNGTON
PHONE 434-3338
Hours
S«lo»*nto i

<mDHE3EElS

Soufa Main St.

This year give them what they want to hear

"Great Hits Make Great Gifts "
List 8.98

Sale 5.99

CHEAP TRICK

List 13.98

BARBRA STREISAND

ALL SHOOK UP

Including:
I Low You MMM But I Hate tour Frtanda
Who D King World * Greatest LOVW
Slop Thie Game Wtgh Pimt Of Rhythmic Nofae

Gill

featuring:
What Kind

4k
rrt

Of Fool
(Duet with
Barry Gibot

FE 36498
II you don't get "Ml
Shook Up" by Cheap Trick, check to
tee if you're still breathing. Their
hardest shake yet. (Produced by
George Martin.)

FC 36841
Boz's "Hits!"
features
your favorite
Scaggs classics—from five
different smash albums—
plus his new hits, "Look
What You've Done To Me"
and "Miss Sun."

Woman
In Love

>

FC 36750 The performance of her
life, featuring heartbeating duets with
Barry Gibb.

EARTH, WIND8C FIRE
FAQS

EDDIE MONEY

FW 36872
Pop musk's
master storyteller continues
the classic tale of 'Taxi"
with "Sequel" in this lyrical
new collection of storysongs. Chapm captures on
record the warmth that has
made him an enduring success on the concert stage.

^r

i.iMtT^.iktO.Th.
Mo ta-wTaHipw,

WT W.

mm

*\

KC2 36795 Just look at
thr-m and you oan feel how
great it sounds.

tnckaano:
Running BacfcfTnnkled/Lers B. Low* Agon
Ma AnoaUOet A Move On

RANDY MEISNER
One. Mate So+Uf
kaMap

HMrte On FtrWTMp Inakts My HMrt
On. Mo.» Song/Trouble AheedlWhrte Shew

KI .' 36688
Th* ultimate
Heart! Heart's Greatest Hits
and Heart Live. Both on this
double albuml

Sale 5.29

ROCKPILE

SECONDS OF PLEASURE

Teacher TeeoherlWrong Again(L.l. FaceM
Whan I Write Th. Book/YouAinl Nothin Bui Fne
If Sugar WaaAa tweet Aa You

FC 36865
Ten of the hits
that have made Aerosmith
one of America's favorite
rock and roll bands.
FC 36514
More Money. More rockers, more hits. He's got it. And you
gat it all.

LPs
List
7.98
CodeG
CodeH
8.98
Code DD 9.98
CodeFF 13.98

PLAYING FOR KEEPS

Aear/~

<»KFA
ATESTIVTS/LI
MTTS/IIVE

TUTKH

List 7.98
GREATEST HITS

Sale 8.99

Sale
5.29
5.99
6.69
8.99

JE 36748
Former Eagle. Randy
Melsner, has the spotlight all to himself with his greet new album, "One
More Song."

8 Track & Cassettes
List
Sale
CodeK 7.98 5.29
CodeL 8.98 5.99
CodeM 9.98 6.69
Code S 13.98 8.99

JC 36886
Rockpile is Nick Lowe.
Dave Edmunds. Billy Bremner and
Terry Williams. No Ufa is complete
without "Seconds Of Pleasure."

Give the gift
of music.

,*
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WE RE MORE THAN A
tLNIGE PLACE TO EAT
i GREAT RESTAURANTS in one.

evrace -—«•

PHOTOGRAPHY
IS OUR BUSINESS

GITCHELL'S
CAMERA SHOP & STUDIO
IN DOWNTOWN HARRISONBURG

RESTAURANT

Specializing in fine food and excellent service.;
For a good time, THE PUB
is the soot for you!

20% Student Discount
on all Merchandise

PHOTOFINISH ING
THAT'S FAST
79 E. Market St.

located in downtown Harrisonburg
Park in the Water St. parking deck, and
enter across the Palmer House Bridge! 433-8181

//

tL&<rfc£auic4~

. ,>

tWO Jo. Sc«"t* B>»«^»g OOMMM

434-5314

RC Cola 8/16 oz.
$1.29&Dep
Sch lit z 12/ i2oz.
$349
Starkist Tuna 6 V* oz. 89*
Lays or Ruffles
Potato Chips 7 oz. 69c
Triple Cola 64 oz.
69*
TotinosPizzall^oz. 99*
Morton
Macaroni &Cheese- Tuna
- Cheese
8 oz. 3$ioo
Citrus Punch 64 oz. 79'
Ann Page Swiss Style
Yogurt 8 oz. 3/ $1.00
Florida Tangelos
5 lbs. $1.38
Red Apples 5 lbs. $1.38
A&P Ground Beef
3 lb. Roll pk. $139 lb.
Our Best Patties 99c/lb
Veal Pork Chicken
A&P Fried Chicken
zlb. pk. $2.29
Sh or good Chicken
Franks
1 lb. 79*
Jamestown Sliced Bacon
lib. $1.39

"StolTafea
Marijuana munchies

Fetui lifelines
European researchers are warning pregnant
women that smoking can cause damage to the
umbilical cord- the lifeline to their fetuses.
The umbilical cord attaches the baby's navel
to the mothers placenta, which nourishes the
crowing fetus.
E.D. Zwolsman of Erasmus University in
Rotterdam says new studies clearly showed
damage in the inner lining of the umbilical
artery in nine-out-of-12 mothers who smoked at
least 10 cigarettes a day. The inner lining of the
artery was normal in all but three of the 18
mothers who did not smoke during pregnancy.
Zwolsman says he found major differences
in the umbilical arteries of 75 percent of
smoking mothers who were studied immediately after their deliveries. These differences involved cell damage, abnormally
large cells, and rough and partially damaged
cells that had clots adhering to them.
Zwolsman also says that smoking can
damage the blood vessels of the newborn baby
and cause a disease known as atherosclerosis.

«r

Many marijuana users claim they get attacks of the "munchies"—and that' they
sometimes go on eating binges—when they are
stoned.
As a result of these reports, medical
researchers suggesed that pot might be the
idea drug to combat the effects of a disease
known as "anorexia nervosa". People suffering from this problem—most often
adolescent females—lose all interest in food,
stop eating, and end up suffering dangerous
levels of weight loss.
It turns out, however, that pot—or the active
ingredient in pot—doesn't do the trick. Or.
Howard Gross has . told the American
Psychiatric Association that ll severe
anorexic patients were given T-H-C tablets,
but that the treatments did not help those
patients gain weight
The subjects reportedly got a buzz from the
drug, but they did not get hungry.

Dentist office
Going to the dentist might not be so bad if
you had a hot tub and movies waiting to soothe
your frazzled nerves before sitting down in the
dentist's chair.
The Los Angeles Times is reporting that
dentistry has become so competitive in
California that a small but growing number of
dentists-part icularly in the San Francisco Bay
area-are using a variety of attractions to woo
reluctant patients into the dentist's office.
For example, the newspaper cites one San
Jose dentist. Dr. William Schmidt, who offers
wine and a hot tub to his adult patients, while
dressing up as Uncle Sam, Santa Clans or
"Plaque" Vader to entertain his younger
clients.
other dentists, says The Tines, are also
offering reception rooms decorated like Victorian parlors, give-away gum, t-shirts and
toothpaste, as well as TV-stereo head sets and
electronic games to amuse yourself with while
waiting.

Affectionate desserts
Desserts are more than something good to
eat: they're also terms of endearment.
Verbatim magazine, a language publication,
lists the following "sweet foods" as words of
affection: angel cake, cupcake, gumdrop,
honey bunch, muffin, sugar dumpling, baby
cakes, cookie, sweet potato, sugar plum,
sweetie pie, and cream puff.
Ironically, the magazine points out that
almost none of these food terms refers to foods
which are essential, adding that most of the
desserts are luxury food items. Says the
magazine, "Indeed, one of the most frequent
forms used affectionately-pie-transforms
almost any word into an edible endearment.
Thus are dearest ones reduced to sugary
carbohydrates."

Higher cholesterol levels
The American Medical Association reports
that drugs that are being used to reduce "mild
high blood pressure" are apparently causing
the users' cholesterol levels to rise.
The drugs- identified as Chlorthalidone , or
Hygroton, and Reserpine- commonly are
prescribed because high blood pressure can
lead to heart attacks. Ironically, higher
cholestorol levels have also been linked to
heart attacks. The A.M.A. says that the
resulting rise in cholesterol levels seems to be
about five percent, an increase the A.M.A.
JOURNAL describes as "small, but not insignificant."

Tke Body Shop
Th. TurpU ioildm, On Th. CSirt Squ.r.
2 North Mm SI.. ►Wriionburg

Christmas Hours:
M-F10-9 open nightly
Sat. 1 OS

HOLIDAY SPECIALS
Lee Wrangler Lev!
Straight leg or Boot cut
13.98
Corduroys

Lee Wrangler
12.9*

Levi

Special this week
All Lady Levi leans,
cords, and slacks
ao% off market price
Now $16-$ 24

Talking animals
Animals are better talkers than they are
listeners.
Dr. Eugene Morton, a research zoologist
with the Smithsonian institution
in
Washington, says hundreds of species of
animals "talk" to each other in a language of
mood rather than a language of speech
Morton says aminals can whine, scold,
growl, grunt and sigh. However, he adds,
animals "are not much on diplomacy, and
aren't likely to listen to what you're saying."

JMU WINTER CELEBRATION
Semi-formal

Time: 8-12
Date: Sunday, DQC 7,1980
Place: Godwin Hall
Music By: Staircase
$5.00 per couple
$3.00 per person
Tickets may be purchased at UPB
and the residence halls.

Reg.sao.-S3o

Sponsored by Interhall Council and UPB.
_

Sale ends Sat

t

Backstage: chaos, beer, food and no Pat Benatar
By BRYAN POWELL
and MARK SUTTON
The concert is over. The hall, moments ago jammed with a small ocean of young bodies pumping
with adrenaline and life, is now vacant and still, save
for the road crew dismantling the equipment onstage
and loading the truck.
The stars have vanished. Like some fleeting dream
or fantasy, they have come and gone.
Bpt they haven't vanished.
They're downstairs in the basement, eating
bologna and cheese sandwiches, nibbling on ham,
apples and other goodies, sipping Miller Lite, Coke or
Perrier and generally coming down from an
exhausting, emotional performance. In the words of
Proof guitarist Michael Newman, "this is the same
spread we get, no matter where we are, this is always
the same."
SUCH WAS the setting backstage Sunday after the
Pat Benatar concert. The stars were all theremembers of the Benatar band, the Proof, roadies and
hangers-on.
Only Benatar herself was unapproachable, closed

off with friends in her dressing room, her door
guarded by a mountainous man called Suds.
With a grueling five month tour behind them, the
members of the Proof are still willing to talk about
themselves and their music. Lead vocalist Tom
Cohen was very happy to have had the opportunity to
tour with Benatar and company, describing them as
a "great band to work with." He spoke of his bands
beginnings on the Asbury Park musjc scene
describing the activity going on there today as a mix
of "Old Wave and New Wave Rock."
Discussing the group's ten years together, he and
guitarist Micheal Newman wisecrack about the road
life. A $5000 loan from old friend Bruce Springsteen
helped finace this trip with Benatar, says Cohen,
while looking about to see if anyone knew where he
could get some white wine.
Seemingly millions of distractions walk up and
down the narrow corridor. Food and drink in abundance are shared with everyone, as Benatar's road
manager runs around shouting "Mau, Mau" at
anyone and everyone.

AFTER AN hour or so of "dinner," and its attendant chaos, the Benatar entourage retires to the
Sheraton Hotel.
Then, the members of Proof rummage among the
leftover goodies in the dressing room, cracking open
brews and sampling the various edibles. Lamenting
the fact that the state of Virginia seems to close up at
midnight, the band members decide to drive back
home tonight—an eight hour drive to Troy, New
Jersey—so they say their goodbyes to Benatar and
the band later at the Sheraton
The group will now get a week off before they will
begin touring again—this time playing the JerseyNew York club circuit
For Benatar and company, the next stop is
California where they will appear oh ABC-TVs
"Fridays" on Dec 5.
But tonight marks the end of a taxing five month
tour. In celebration, Benatar bassist Roger Clapp
produces a bottle of fine wine, and the band settles
into their hotel rooms for another night of life on the
road
Personally, we're just as happy to be in the
audience.
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Pat Benatar satisfies Wilson Hall audience
By BRYAN POWELL
Pat Benatar and her band stormed
into Wilson Hall Sunday for the final
show of a five-month international
tour, leaving a sell-out crowd
devastated by a remarkably powerful
rock 'n' roll performance.
It was an evening which began
rather unspectacularly.
The opening act, The Proof, lacked
the necessary stage presence and was
not well received by the audience.

are angular and attractive.
Her appearance does not project the
dark, sinister sexuality which
characterizes
Blondie's
Debbie
Harry, Chrissie Hynde of the
.Pretenders or other famous women in
rock. She smiles often and freely, and
in doing so, presents a glorious whitetoothed smile.
BENATAR'S
APPEARANCE
provides an interesting contrast to her

'(Benatar) is our
inspiration;
we wouldn 'tbe here
without her.
She's as much
a rock Vroller
as any of us'

This band knows how
to perform
and have a good time

performance and more specifically
her songs, which seem rooted in very
passionate, often violent emotioa
Among those songs which brought the
most vocal appreciation from her
audience on Sunday were her latest
single, "HitMe With Your Best Shot''
and "Heartbreaker," which first
brought her to national attention last'
year. These songs, as well as most of
the others which Benatar performed,
often present the singer in an angry,
defensive posture. The music which
goes with these lyrics is appropriately
frantic, insistent and demanding.
This contrast was perhaps most
apparent when the band returned to
deafening applause for the second
encore. Benatar then introduced the
next song, "Hell Is For Children" as a
song "about child abuse."

Most of the group's vocals were lost in
the furor of an excessively guitaroriented mix. The band did present
some fairly catchy songs, however,
and it is unfortunate that the crowd
didn't take them more seriously, for
they did show potential at times. The
audience, it seemed, had eyes and
ears only for Benatar.
They were not to be disappointed
BENATAR AND her band came out
sizzling with some of the most
energetic, frantic rock 'n' roll ever
performed on this campus. The extent
to which Benatar relies on her band is
somewhat surprising, but the results
are sensational.
Lead guitarist Neil Geraldo is as
much of an attraction as Benatar,
serding off guitar licks with casual
nonchalance and flair. Drummer
Myron Grombacher repeatedly offered convincing
Tarzan
impersonations, climbing about his
drumset and nearby gong as though
they were monkey bars. Bassist
Roger Capps came out in a candy

striped shirt and played the role of
cheerleader when not providing
rhythm support Guitarist Scott St
Clair Sheets, when not throwing
guitar picks into the first few rows,
supplied a little keyboard work as
well.
Still, the most significant figure on
the stage was Benatar herself. As
Grombacher said after the show "She

is our inspiration; we wouldn't be
here without her. She's as much a
rock 'n' roller as any of us."
Appearing on stage in a black
jumpsuit and blazer, Pat Benatar is a
slender, smallish woman who seems
an unlikely member of the rock circus. Her red hair is cropped closely
around her head in an almost pixie. like .fashion, and.her, facjal. feAtares,

Be daddy's good girl
And don't tell mommy a thug
Be a good little boy and you'll get a
new toy
Tell grandma you fell off the swing
(Continued on Page 12)

/
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PAT BENATAR slayed a Wilson Hall
audience Sunday night with a concert
filled with high-energy rock 'n' roll.
TOP RIGHT: Benatar belts out the
lyrics to "Heartbreaker," one of the
evenings many popular songs.
BELOW RIGHT: Tom Cohen of The
Proof, Benatar's opening act, rips a
lead from his Gibson L6-S. CENTER
TOP: Benatar asks lead guitarist Neil
Geraldo the proverbial question;
"what are you trying to do to my
head?" CENTER BOTTOM: Caught
in the classic torch-singers pose.
Benatar is awash in the wall of sound
her band has created. TOP LEFT:
Cohen and Michael Newman of The
Proof contemplate the fact that they"ll
be getting a week off after this performance. BOTTOM LEFT: Benatar
drummer Myron Grombacher, who
put on a hilarious performance all
night, clambers to the top of his kit to
see if his audience response meters
are working properly.

Cc
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well of recorded originals, and she did
very little material which was not on
her recent "Crimes of Passion" LP or
her debut album, "In The Heat of the
Night." However, her popularity has
reached such magnitude that the
crowd was familiar with nearly every
song she sang.
The net effect was twofold. First,
the bulk of the concert (before encores) was relatively short. Secondly,
she established the type of strong,
immediate rapport with her audience
that comes only through familiarity.
Aside from the two previously
mentioned hits, there are several
other songs performed during the
course of the evening which stand out
as memorable. One is the dynamic
"You Better Run," a driving tune
with a march-like rhythm. When
Benatar came to the line "Whatcha
tryin' to do to my head," guitarist
Geraldo (her current boyfriend)
playfully messed her hair. The interaction between these two on stage
often hinted at the fact that they were
romantically involved.

'Continued Irbm Pane ••
It seemed peculiarly inappropriate
amid all the fun and frolic, but the
crowd didn't seem to notice or care
about the song's content as long as
they heard some more good rock 'n'
roll.
Regardless of whatever other
feelings one may have about this
group's music, it is undeniably
marvelous rock. Replete with monster riffs, brilliantly flashing guitar
manipulations from Geraldo and the
inventive, often comical behavior of
Grombacher, this band is tight and
very talented. Most noteworthy,
however, is Benatar's voice. She has
the enviable ability to belt out the
rockers with the best of them, while at
the same time handling the softer,
more delicate passages with equal
skill.
ONSTAGE, THIS band knows how
to perform, how to make a crowd
react and how to have a good time.
Bassist Capps said afterward that he
had enjoyed this show "probably
more that any during the entire tour."
It was certainly evident, and the
crowd naturally reacted to such
visible emotion.
Having released only two albums,
Benatar can draw from only a small

ANOTHER SONG, "I'm Gonna
Follow You," moved at a pace much
slower than most of the band's music.
On this one, Benatar takes a tough,
street-wise stance. The effect is
haunting and almost hypnotic:

WEEKEND SPECIAL

wmm
mm

I'm gonna follow you
Till I know your timing
You'll turn some corners soon
And see you can't get by me.
"We Live For Love," from the first
album, was also a success, giving
Benatar a chance to show off her
dynamic vocal range, as did the
equally well-taken "Never Wanna
Leave You." On"In The Heat of the
Night," the title track of the first LP,
Geraldo played bottleneck guitar with
dazzling results.
ALL TOO soon, the band said
goodnight and departed. The crowd,
now on its feet as one, had other ideas,
however. Returning for the first of
two raucous encores, the band
delivered a fairly hot version of The
Sweet's ' No You Don't." The second
encore, which began with the
aforementioned
"Hell
Is
For
Children," left the crowd in an even
greater frenzy. At this point, Geraldo
announced that it was "extended
encore time" and The Proof joined
Benatar onstage for a rather pathetic
"live jam session" which featured
Chuck
Berry's
"Roll
Over
Beethoven" and "Jailhouse Rock."
Suffice it to say that neither Chuck
nor Elvis would have been impressed.
Nonetheless, everyone in Wilson

MIDWAY
MARKET
157 Warsaw A ve 434-7948
Behind the New JM's
Thurs- Sunday

CHRISTMAS TREES *
GREENS TO BRIGHTEN UP WfZ
DORM - BEAUTIFUL TREE
ORNAMENTS, CANDLES $ PUHTS

POR EXTRA SPECIAL GIPTS.
\Z0(,5 SMAIN

PAuv 8AM-9P/1I
SON- i-s

THE
OUTFITTERS
785 East nlarket Street
Harrison burg, Virginia 22801
Tclenhone f7031 433-9547

DON'T GET CAUGHT IN THE COLD

DOWN Parkas & Vests

Hall—both onstage and off—was
having a great time. After the "jam
session," The Proof left the stage and
Benatar did one more song, The
Raiders' "Just Like Me" before
saying goodnight. The crowd wanted
more but, unfortunately, the show
was over. .
One of the major reasons this show
was such an astounding success
(other than the fact that the band was
so good) was.the fact that it was held
in Wilson rather than Godwin Hall.
While those who couldn't get tickets
would probably have rather seen the
show moved, those who did saw. a
performance far superior to anything
that could have occurred in Godwin.
Visibility was excellent and the mix
was good, although Benatar's voice
was occasionally overwhelmed by
guitar histrionics. Quite frankly,
those in the front rows practically got
their heads blown off by the massive
wall of sound. But there is little doubt
that it was worth it
It wouldn't be surprising if much of
the audience felt this was the best
concert they had ever seen. Certainly,
it couldn't have been much better.
While there are a great many
superlatives which could be used to
describe the Pat Benatar concert,
perhaps there is one word which
describes it better than the rest.
Satisfying.

THINSULATE

Vests

HIKING AND
BACKPACKING
BOOTS
ALSO SWEATERS byROYAL BOBBIN
100% Cotton Cordrroy. Cham & Flannel

Shirts by FORCE 10
Boot & Field & Ragg Sox

Budweiser ilpk
Molson
Lite
Erlanger
Olympia
Michelob Reg & Light
Miller 12 pk
Mickeys
Piels Draft
Ortbiebs
Pearl

4*16
2*79
2.29
Mif
2*95
2.49
439
1.89
1.59
1.29
*-99

KEGS 71/2- IS GALLON KEGS
Mamas Cookies assort, flavors 3/1.59
Pretzels 4lb. box
3.69
Roman meal wafers 7oz
.79
Potato chips lib bag
**79
Slim Jim-spicy-24count
4*99
7-Up 2 liter reg & diet
1.29
Ice-lOlbs.
.89
OPEN Nightly till 12 midnight

X-COIJNTRY, DOWN HILL, GRASS SKI RENTALS
$8 weekdays, $nt weekends, $5 nites
a
ASK ABOUT. OUK RAIN-CHECK PQLICJ
POLICY
, .
- .
—-'* »* <* 9 . ?.*•<••»*«••
*o •*% » «
'•'• d • * * »y *.*««*..

%•%»**«•••■
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'Announcements
Tree Lighting

Folk Dance

Phi Beta Lambda

HiUel .

Staged Reading

The annual Christmas Tree
Lighting Ceremony will be
held Dec. 12at6:30p.m in the
WUU first floor.

A Costa Rican folk dance
company will perform Dec. 6
at 8 p.m in Godwin 355.
Everyone is invited.

Phi Beta Lambda Business
Club is going roller skating
Dec. 4, 10:90 p m.-i2:30 a.m.
at
Skatetown
USA
in
Harrisonburg. The cost is $2,
rentals are included and
tickets are available at the
door. Business students and
faculty are invited to meet at
Dukes Grill at 9 p.m.

Hillel is sponsoring a
Chanukah celebration Dec. S
at 9 p.m. at 272 Cantrell Ave.
The cost is $1. Sabbath services will be held at U a.m. in
the Religious Center.

A staged reading of an
original play Roommates by
Dr. Roger Hall win be
presented Dec. 7 at 7 p.m. in
Wampler. Admission is so
cents.

Student Exhibit

Student Advisors

A group exhibition of experimental
student
photography will be held Dec.
7-11 at the New Image Gallery
in Zirkle House. A reception
will be held Dec. 8 at 8 p.m.
The Gallery will be open daily
12-5 p.m. and Sunday 2-4 p.m.

The
Student Advisory
Committee of the library
science department will meet
Dec. 10 at S p.m. in the
Education Building 214.

PORT ROW EXXON
and

POPSTORE

Summer Jobs
The Office of Career
Planning and Placement has
applications for summer jobs
with TWA Services in
Yellowstone Park. Job opportunities include cooks,
waiters-waitresses,
sales
clerks, tour guides and
housekeeping. Information is
also available on summer jobs
in Seashore State Park in
Virginia Beach. Come by
Alumnae 208 'for more information.

Mixers .65 a qt. Coke 1.29 8pk.
Cigarettes .48
Gas available 24 hours/day
Quality Exxon Products.

Godwin Hours
Godwin Hall recreation
hours over Christinas Break
are Dec. 22-23, 2-4 p.m.; Dec.
24-Jan. 4, closed; and Jan. 5-9,
2-4 p.m.

COMMONWEALTH PRECIOUS METALS
Dental Gold, Class Rings, Wedding Bands, Gold Coins, Jewelry,
Anything marked 10K, 14K, 18K, 22K, .999 Fine. We test unmarked Gold:

CASH!
Permanently Located

FOR EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY ,
TURN THAT UNWANTED HIGH SCHOOL RING INTO CASH !

Our guarantee to customers!
We guarantee to pay the highest possible prices at all times,
Paying top prices for class rings. For example-'
Jumbo 44g.
X Lg
31g.
Lg

23g.

10K

$30272 $182.60
213.28 128.65
158.24

14K
Med 16g.
Sm
8g.

Basketball

Fellowships

No Amount Too Small or
Too Largo For Us To Buy

UK

A Penance Service will be
offered Dec. 4 at 7:30 p.m. by
the Catholic Campus Ministry
in the Converse Religious
Center.

All JMU students with IDs
are requested to enter Godwin
Hall at the east end for home
basketball games. All games
start at 7:30 p.m.

Buys Anything Made of Gold or Sterling Silver

Class Rings

Penance

110.20
55.10

10K
67.50
34.10

96 25

-

PAYING CASH FOR:
-Anything marked Sterling or.925or .999
Pre-1964 Coins (Dimes, Quarters^Halve
-Also buying Silver Dollars 1878-1935
Free—Gold Testing—and Free Estimates
We will BEAT any Legitimate offer Made by locally advertised dealers.

OPEN DAILY MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
Lower
Levei COURT SQUARE VILLAGE 433-8841
JMU students & faculty bring this ad for additional cash bonus!

The Office of Career
Planning and Placement has
application forms for the Mr.
and Mrs. Spencer T. Olin
Fellowships for Women for
advanced study in the
biological and biomedical
sciences, the humanities, the
physical
sciences
and
mathematics, the social and
behavioral
sciences,
architecture,
business
administration, dentistry,
engineering, fine arts, law,
medicine and social work at
Washington University in St.
Louis. Awards up to $4,500 are
made per academic year on
the basis of need. Application
deadline, Feb. 1.

Visiting Scholars
The
Visiting
Scholars
Committee is seeking student
suggestions
for
1961-82
speakers. Send suggestions to
Box 2133 and include name
and telephone number.
4
All tmowncemonhi ihoutd b»
**«MMC«d and brought ID Tha
Bran, announcement b« In
mnmiril of wine-Price. —till
m ««wj< IMAM data. Ma announca MM
run. The deadline tor anflewncemenfs In ttw Frfcsay I
> It neon
Tuaodjy .and lor Me TmUl|
Man *neey. AmouncmenM ad
accepted by phone.

Hours:
HrOOaUft

-9 :30M

SM r Tkiiw
II: 00 IK -0:30 If*

hi - Sat

Students don't forget yen
tD is good for a IS per cent
iiscount on al^ regular price
orders.

We are lUHMflNiiy ei*e.
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Sports

JMU out-muscles Seagulls
Division HI coach impressed with Dukes' talent;
cites front line as major factor in 74-54 drubbing
By RICH AMACHER
When you're a coach at a
Division III school playing a
Division I team, there must
seem to be a world of difference in the caliber of
competition.
Salisbury State College's
Ward Lambert experienced
that transition of planes
Tuesday when his Seagulls
were manhandled by James
Madison University 74-54.
Lambert's first reaction
after the game was dissappointment that his team did
not perform better, but he
admitted his team still could
not have matched the Dukes.
"I thought we'd be a little
more positive, but we kind of
played it safe," Lambert said.
"There's no question they're
the best team we'll play all
year."
Although the final margin
was 20, if JMU coach Lou
Campanelli had dictated, the
Dukes probably could have
made it even wider.
THE DUKES controlled the
boards and were able to score
at will. JMU held a 37-26 edge
in rebounding and fired 55.9
percent from the field.
After scoring the opening
basket,
the
Seagulls
relinquished the lead for good
three-and-a-half minutes into
the game. The Dukes reeled
off three unanswered baskets
and were never seriously
challenged again.
Most evident was JMU's
strength up front which intimidated Salisbury State,
forcing them to shoot from

outside. The Seagulls could
only manage 39 percent from
the field, hitting 23 of 59 attempts. The Dukes inside
muscle also surfaced as one of
the.Dukes' strongest areas
according, to Lambert.
"I was impressed with the
(JMU's) front line. They're
really bulky kids," Lambert
said.
Sophomore center Dan
Ruland and senior forward
Tyrone Shoulders received
much of Lambert's acclaim.
"Ruland is not real good, but
he takes up a lot of room inside and he hits the boards.
He's built like (Wes) Unseld of
the
Bullets,"
Lambert
commented.

'They're really
bulky kids '
"I KNEW Shoulders when
he was in high school, but he
was a lot skinnier then. He's
gotten a lot bigger. Shoulders
fits him right."
Both Ruland and Shoulders
had noticeable performances
that excited the 3,100 fans in
attendance.
Ruland put on a shooting
exhibition in the first half,
sinking three outside bombs
and a hook shot to account for
eight of his 14 points. He also
contributed to the Dukes'
domination' of the boards,
ripping down eight rebounds.
Shoulders came off the
bench to score only four

Ra *lctf*f K A II
By DAVID TEEL
To borrow a line from A'hletic
Director Dean Ehlers, James
Madison University went to the Big
Apple last weekend and took a bite.
The Dukes traveled to New York's
Lapchick Memorial Tournament and
surprised many people by returning
home with a split of two games. Host
St. John's University, the nation's
17th ranked squad, defeated JMU in
the opening round, 67-58.
Weber State College, nationally
ranked a year ago with a 26-3 record,
was JMU's opponent in the consolation game, and the. Dukes sprang
an upset, defeating the Wildcats, 49-47
in overtime.
The win over Weber State and the
respectable showing against the
Redmen were a step forward for the
basketball prograni at JMU. "It's
nice to come away with a split,"
commented Coach Lou Campanelli,
"We played pretty well and didn't
back down.''
Campanelli added,
"Just to
associate with that level of competition is great. There were other
coaches and prospective recruits at

points, but he awoke the
crowd with two powerful
second half slam dunks and
missed a third. He also pulled
down four rebounds and
rejected two shots.
Three other JMU starters
looked impressive in the
Dukes' home debut. Junior
forward Linton Townes led the
team in scoring with 22,
canning 10 of 14 field goals,
including
three
straight
jumpers to begin the second
half. Townes also grabbed a
team high nine rebounds.
GUARD CHARLES Fisher
found a familiar range, hitting
twice from the left side about
20 feet out and scored two
layups to account for eight
first
half
points.
The
sophomore added a jumpshot
and two free throws in the
second half to finish with 12.
Steve Blackmon, JMU's
senior forward, scored six of
his eight points from underneath on a combination of
rebounds and passes. Blackmon added seven rebounds, as
the Dukes starting front line
combined for 24.
David Dupont was the only
regular who did not excel, as
he looked a bit sluggish. He
did, however, finish with three
steals, three assists and a
bucket.
Lambert is convinced the
Dukes have a strong ballclub
overall. "They play smart
basketball and I don't think
they'll ever get beaten badly.
It will only happen if one of the
really good teams wants to
impress them," Lambert

Mtrto by Ch»rle» A.
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THE INSIDE game has been a major concern for JMU. Here Dan
Ruland responds with a jump hook against Salisbury State.
said..'if a team beats them on
the boards they're not going to
beat them by much."
THE ONLY aspect of JMU's
game Lambert wasn't sure of
was the capability of its
guards to bring the ball up in
pressure situations. "Their

only real problems will be if
other teams press them. I
didn't think their guards
handled the ball that well,"
Lambert noted.
Lambert saw potential in
freshman Derek Steele to
eventually take over ball
handling chores for the Dukes.
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- John's

not a moral victory with upgraded program

the tournament, and our
performance will help
our recruiting efforts."
DEFEATING
WEBER State is an
encouraging note for the
Dukes, but the win has
to be tempered a bit.
The Wildcats lost four of
their five starters from
last
season
to
graduation.
"There is no way they
have comparable talent
to what they had last
year,"
Campanelli
admitted.

The final deficit of
nine points could be
considered a moral
victory, but Campanelli
disagrees. "We don't
like moral victories.
They were nice a couple
of years ago when we
just getting started, but
no more."

Hacking
Around

According to Campanelli, JMU
played better against St. John's than
in their win over the Wildcats. The
Dukes led the Redmen for 14 minutes
in the first half and at one time held a
17-8 advantage.
However,
some
lapses
on
rebounding situations and Dan
Ruland's early foul trouble allowed
St. John's to assume an eight-point
lead at intermission.- ■ — • • - ■

WHILE THAT
statement is an admirable one, the guess
here is that if the
tournament were being
played tomorrow, JMU
would be happy with

a nine-point loss to St. John's on tne
road.
One thing Campanelli must be
commended for is his handling of the
Dukes' offense. Past history indicated
JMU might try to slow things to a
standstill against St. John's, but that
didn't happen. In fact, the Dukes got
several early buckets on fast-break
situations.
"-We're not- Uv awe- ef- St.- John V-

Campanelli declared, and his team
played like it.
FISHER AVERAGED 13 a game
while shooting a staggering 66.7
percent from the floor.
Campanelli indicated the only
negative aspect of the tournament
was that now fans may expect too
much from JMU for the rest of the
season. This observer doesn't believe
that will actually happen.
Defeating Weber State is certainly
an accomplishment, but fans will soon
realize that it is the conference games
against schools like the College of
William and Mary and Old Dominion
University that really matter.
Many of JMU's contests this season
will resemble the Weber State game,
closely fought and down to the wire.
The Dukes' ability to perform under
pressure circumstances will determine the overall success or failure of
the squad.
One thing the team may discover is
their past performances will not serve
as excuses for letdowns. As far as the
fans are concerned, it's what have you
. done. for. us lately?
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Smooth touch remains

Townes returns with no signs of layoff
By CHRIS HARRIS
the Dukes' lineup and through
Linton Townes is back.
three games is the team's
One of the pre-season's
leading scorer and rebounder.
biggest question marks was
It appears the smoothness
whether the 6 foot-6 junior
that characterized his play of
could contribute as much to
the past has not deserted him.
the James Madison Univer"In
the
intrasquad
sity basketball program as he
scrimmage I felt a little rusty
did two years ago. Townes
but now I feel fairly complayed in just 10 contests last
fortable,"
Townes
comseason before being deemed
mented.
academically ineligible.
Townes certainly dispelled
A 3.0 grade point average • any doubts as to his return
enabled Townes to be reinwhen he was selected allstated.
tournament in the Lapchick
Now Townes has returned to
Memorial Tournament.

THIS SEASON finds Townes
at forward after he played
primarily at guard his freshman year. "Overall I like the
forward position better,"
Townes said, "Playing guard
means bringing the ball upcourt and I don't really enjoy
that."
Townes said the year he
spent benched on academic
probation
was
very
frustrating. "I wanted to be
out there to help us out, help
us win."
In addition to spending an
inactive season, Townes also
forfeited a year of eligibility.
Coach Lou Campanelli said
that losing Townes hurt the
team because he lost a
"proven
scorer
and
rebounding threat."
"Nobody really gave me
any
flack"
about
the

probation, Townes said, but
added, "I felt bad. I felt like I
let the team down. A lot of
people came up to me and said
things like, 'How could you let
this happen?' but most people
understood."
ACCORDING TO senior
forward Steve Blackmon, "It
hurt our depth and we had to'
pull together, but there was no
resentment on anybody's
part. He still practiced with
us."
It was hard for Townes to
keep coming to practice but
not play in the games,
Campanelli said, but added
that he expects Townes will be
able to help the Dukes in a big
way this year.
As a result of the probation,
however, David Dupont and
Charles Fisher became im-

portant
players
almost
overnight.
"Dupont
and
Fisher played super for freshmen last year, " Campanelli
commented. "The fact that we
still won last year is a tribute
to the fact that they rose to the
occasion. Tyrone Shoulders
and Blackmon really came on
and played well, too."
Also lost to the Dukes last
year was 6-foot-4 wing man
Rick Williams who drew
academic suspension and had
to leave school. Williams, a
deadly
outside
shooter,
currently is at Lorraine
Country Community College
in his hometown Valeria,
Ohio.
"We'd love to have him
back," Campanelli said.
"We've talked to Rick and his
parents, but at this point. Rick
is very non-committal."

ODUstomps Duchesses;
Donovan controls inside
By DAVE FACINOLI
Point spreads are usually set for the gambling enthusiast, but when a Norfolk area
newspaper declared Old Dominion University
75 point favorites over James Madison
University in women's basketball last week,
one had to wonder.
"When I read the article I knew there was no
way they would beat us by that much," said
JMU coach Betty Jaynes.
The Duchesses did indeed cover the spread,
however, the two-time defending national
champion Lady Monarchs retained their unbeaten status with a 96-51 romp.
The loss dropped JMU to 0-3 on the season
The Duchesses stayed within five points of
the Lady Monarchs for the first 14 minutes of
the game until a defensive change by ODU
altered the games tempo. For the final six
minutes of the first half the Monarchs dropped
into a 2-2-1 zone which the Duchesses had
trouble handling, according to Jaynes.

Phot* by charm

A.

Fail*

LINTON TOWNES drives to the hoop against Salisbury State in
the Dukes' 74-54 rout. Townes has returned to lead JMU in scoring
and rebounding.

AT THE half ODU led, 53-27.
In the second half, the Duchesses had to play
catch up which was a lot to ask against the
Lady Monarchs, Jaynes said.
One aspect of the game that surprised the
Duchesses was ODU opening in a 2-3 zone
defense. "We expected them to open in manto-man," Jaynes commented.
Once into the zone, the Duchesses handled
the pressure until ODU dropped into the 2-2-1

zone.

One of the major pre-game concerns for
JMU was ODU's full court zone defense. "We
broke their zone press without a whole lot of
trouble." Jaynes said.
Barrie Grice led JMU in scoring with 11
points. Deana Meadows was high rebounder
with eight.
IN COMPARING ODU with last year's team,
Jaynes said they have more depth. "This year
they have 10 players who can start," said
Jaynes. "They also have added outside
shooting."
The loss of Ail-American Nancy Lieberman
has not affected ODU all that much, in Jaynes'
opinion "Nancy was a very flashy player, but
the only thing they seem to miss is her great
court preception," she claimed.
Much of the slack lost by Lieberman has
been taken up by 6-foot-8 Ann Donovan who
had 14 rebounds and 17 points against JMU.
Donovan has a lot of skill and is big on defense,
Jaynes said.
Jaynes agrees with ODU's rank as number
two at this time of the year. "They play a very
tough schedule, but have the talent to play the
teams they do."
THE DUCHESSES went into the ODU game
with a conservative game plan. "We did not
want to press them," said Jaynes. "Their
backcourt is too quick for us to press."

Soccer playoffs begin
THE MEN'S intramural soccer playoffs are now in third
round competition. In action shown at right, the Crispy
Critters' BUI Braxton dribbles against Glick in a game
won by his team, 1-4). Tracy Leary scored the gamewinner in the second half. Other squads advancing to the
third round were the Gods, 1-0 winners over the Andy
Capps and Kappa Sigma, 1-0 victors over SPE. Kappa
Sig will now play Garber in the championship division
title contest. Garber edged Theta Chi in penalty kicks, I0. The winner will advance against the Critters- Gods
winner. Also remaining in the Intramural title hunt Is
Sao Paolo: they defeated the Jersey Jets. l-o. The
Tallywackers were also shutout, losing to the
Ballbusters, 2-0. Rounding out the entrants in the third
round are the Muddy Hurleys and Arsenal. Arsenal got
by the Dead Boys, 2-1, while the Muddy Hurleys defeated
the Insanctified Seeds by the same count The
semifinals of the tournament will be conducted Sunday
with the finals Monday at 6:15 p.m. at Madison Stadium.

Photo by Rick Slater
J
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ifieds

by Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
THBGAHaOFfVURHAS
COMMITTED mefQN6,
MONSTROUS CK/MBS. THE
BU30POFTHECULWML
R£VDU/WNUHU.B£ON
THEIK HEADS fVREVER.

For Sale
FOR SALE: North Face
pack and frame, size large,
great buy. Can see at outfitter
or call 886-0048.

COMRADE, mem

"AseftwrM/ff

m/WHt.THB 8EAHUWFEP
GAH6(XMamw mumm
AUTMHap.mrr Tonu.ri.om
YOUHMETOTFY m&ApnisT
THOUSANDS OF
OTHEXS.IOO?

NO, SOME
FAOO0UOPKEK.UEHAP
ACONTEST.

I

BE CUT OFF.

FOR SALE: Male housing
contract. Call 433-8058.
FOR SALE:
Two male
housing contracts for spring
semester. Contact Dave at
4701.
FOR SALE: Male housing
contract for Spring semester.
Must sell immediately!! Call
or write Craig at 434-2453 or
Box 1319.
FOR SALE: Male housing
contract for Spring semester.
Contact Joe. 434-5564, Box
3299 or Spotswood, room 37.

**»•'

a«?

ASASAFE&JATD.

uewtnome

FEM&mR.MtsGHmimHAmr
HAQAFeklEeALSfSlfHFO*. •
30 YEARS, WeWHOtf- HMD Mil
BeUATCHN6.1He-niJAL0Fim
6Am OF FOUR MUST B£<JU6T
AND SWIFT.

-MB,
WHiTHS
DELAY?

UEHADT06ET
ALLTMM&S
SCHOOL.

FOR SALE: Fisher 45 watt
receiver, Fisher turntable
with cartridge, cassette deck
and two 75 watt speakers. 8
months old, paid |950., will
sell for $600. or best offer.
Daytime, 433-9265. Night, 3502259.
FOR SALE:Head 360 skis,
200cm's, Soloman bindings
and poles included. Price,
$115 or best offer. Contact
Cliff at 433-2938 or write P.O.
Box 854.

Our Hero

■

MUST SELLCapchart AM
FM stereo^ - 8-track, BSR
turntable.
Two speakers,
$70's> 434-9852 - J.J.

• •«• .

,

Found
FOUND: 1980 Tiffany style
women's JMU class ring.
White opal stone. Intials are
MTR.
Found during
Thanksgiving break in Northern Virginia area. CallStef
at 5235.

anted
' FEMALE
ROOMMATE
WANTED
to
sublease
apartment at Squire Hill. Two
bedroom, two bath townhouse.
Available immediately or
next semester, $100.00 per
month plus utilities. Contact
Susan Bernerd at 434-3045.

Roommates

By Tom Anria

WANTED: One male for
room for rent $110 per month.
Kitchen privileges. Close to
campus, non smokers only.
Call 434-8287.
HOUSEMATE WANTED:
to rent private basement.
$125.00 monthly plus utilities.
One mile north on Main St.
Call 434-1247 after 4:00 p.m.
ANY MALE interested in
living in Chandler 3rd block
only, call Jimmy at 433-7339.
PAYING
IMMEDIATE
CASH for gold, silver, and
diamonds; any form or
condition. Also buying coins
(64 and before), jewelry,
pocket watches, flatware.
Need Money?
Turn that
unwanted high school ring into
instant cash. For more info
call Rick or John at 433-7271 or
433-7278.
We'll beat any
legitimate offer.
GRADUATE
STUDENT
SEEKS APARTMENT to
share with other graduate
students as of January 1,1981.
Please call Ed at (703) 9710198.

The Do-Drop Inn

by Mark Legan
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Help Wanted
STUDENTS, you earn a
percentage, we do the work.
If interested please phone
Denards at 434-4760. Ask for
Mrs. Moore.

Madisonman

L

I W0WOER V.WATS IN THAT
TR UCK

-
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OVERSEAS JOBS summer
or year round. Europe, South
America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $5O0-$i,2O0 monthly.
Sightseeing.
Free Information. Write: IJC, Box
52-VA4, Corona Del Mar, CA
92625.

i ni

A SHIPMENT

WHAT ARE ttXJ
UNLOADING?

f

AOMMSTRATIVEl

use..

by Scott Worner
TAKE fj BACK.
WE'VE
GOT
ENOUGH!

3M
1m

Services
COLLEGE TYPING AND
EDITING
SERVICES:
Typing and editing of theses,
term papers, and other
reports. Paper provided.
Free pick up and delivery.
Call 896-5921.

Star Truckers

by TomArvis
\)El<; /\s you S/WlAcuey

\(ARMS

[RRH> AT ME MTi
fd I REACHE0

me

FUEL nws.

UMC/WWY
fA*X«rH, 7H£

TYPING SERVICE:
17
years experience; dissertations, theses, reports, etc.
Call Mrs. Price, 879-9935.

n&a> W£ FIRST
SEVERAL feWJ OF
BARR«S, TT WK THE
BfYK W-RtlS WT
Biaf up FIRSTTHf t&KEoF
we WAST
BuH\E0 nt
in THE

For Rent
SQUIRE HILL
room
available for Spring semester.
$108.00 per month plus share
utilities with two others. Call
Jim at 433-2427.
FOR RENT:
Three
bedroom apartment. In-town,
•"•o miles from campus,
.-bailableJanuary 1.1981. Call
George 433-2019 or Dave 8332491.

I

RUBBLE--'
ROOM FOR RENTover
Christmas break, $50, bath,
kitchen, living room included.
1 block from JMU. Call 4349852. Ask for J.J.
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTavailable;
washer,
dryer, dishwasher, cable TV,
call Karen M. 433-1540 or write
Box 2212.

Personals

TO MY CAMPING BUDDIES: Thanks for the Pat
Benatar tickets.

TO THE BARI SAX
PLAYER IN IKENBERRY:
You're my favorite Scrub. I
noticed you every day in band
practice. I love your feedback
imitation. But, how will I ever
get to know you? The Timid
Trumpeter.

MUGGIE: Congratulations
on your 19th B-Day. The older
you get, the better you get.
Love Molly, Laura, Anita,
Kelly, Joanie.

/

:

HOLIDAY TRADITION.

SUPERFLY, Saturday was
fantastic!! I knew it would be
good, (DUH) but I was
overwhelmed. You're flying
high - stay up there and I'll
meet you in THE city on
B'way. Is it a deal? Am
waiting for a reply. Love, the
Penthouse.
DREW: Good luck on your
law boards. I am sure you will
pass with flying colors. After
all, with your charm, how
could you do any less. LOVE,
GUESS WHO.

LANCE: Happy 23. Rest
assured; you don't look a day
over 20 or act a day over 16.
Just kidding- you know you
are an angel.LOVE, BROWN
EYES.
WEREWOLVES: Howl and
howl-on ward and upward.
We'll get those gobbles yet.
BOZ—Benatar, etc. was
pretty fun, huh?, despite my
occassional bouts of incoherent mumblings that you
won't elaborate upon. Max
and I are looking forward to
the Christmas break.
FAST KATH: Thanks for the
typing services. I really appreciate it. You know I'm
worthless except on a VDT.

■

THIS BUD'S FOR YOU
JOHN

D. EILAND CO., INC.

CE: You're not bad to work
witb-usually-even if you are a
spaz face. LOVE, GUESS
WHO.
R.W.: It's going to be a long
three weeks at Christmas, but
we'll make it You make good
popcorn. LOVE, EMBEE.

RT. 11 NORTH, P.O. BOX880 • VERONA. VIRGINIA 24482
BUOWtlSER»'IO«OOf •eOO«.AHMCm£RiO»CH MC«SI LOUS

-•„/-.

PHONE' 17031 248-8131

■"'.'.'..V

'.....

,'-•••

All claulfM ads should be brought to
The BI-MI* ofllca In m« basement of
wine Price, with paymant enclosed and
issue dates spaclf lad, no latar than noon
Tuesday for Friday's issue, and no latar
man noon Friday tor Tuesday's Issue
Rates are J75 for 0 25 words, 11 SO for 1*
50 words. 12 so for 51JS ward*, and s.05
for each additional word above '5
.
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Viewpoint

Roll calls needed

Dumb, SGA
It was a quiet, senseless killing. There was no wake, no
obituary, no punishment for the guilty parties.
The murderers were the members of the Student Government
Association Credentials Committee. The victim was a proposal
that would have given the SGA respectability. James Madison
University students will bear the loss.
A proposal recently killed by the credentials committee would
have required a recorded roll call vote for every SGA financial
proposal. The senate now usually votes by voice, with the ayes
and nays vying for loudness. Roll call votes are used when the
voices are too close to call. Only a roll call vote provides a record
of a senator's votes.
We supported the proposal in our Nov. 11 editorial because the
present SGA elections are a farce. Without a voting record, there
is no rational way to choose SGA officers. Candidates must base
their campaigns on promises and former titles instead of a
substantial record of their actions as senators. The students must
base their votes on images or name recognition. In other words,
the elections are popularity contests.
The roll call proposal would have made the elections worthwhile. Allocating money is the most important SGA function,
and a record of money votes would make voting more important
than simply selecting popular senators. But the Credentials
Committee has denied students this chance.
The reason the committee killed the proposal is that any
senator can call for a roll call vote at any time. Their "reason" is
a lame excuse. The purpose of requiring the roll call is not to
pressure senators on a controversial vote or to provide a selective
voting record whenever a senator wants a roll call. The purpose is
to provide a complete voting record, so that students can check on
their senators.
Under the voice vote system, senators are free to vote for any
special interests they have, while ignoring the interests of the
students they represent. Roll call votes never have been common,
and they rarely have been recorded or publicized. We are not
saying that the SGA irresponsibly has taken advantage of this
fact, simply that there never has been any way of knowing who
votes how.
In our editorial last month, we urged that a roll call vote be
taken on the roll call proposal, so that students could see if their
senators were willing to accept responsibility for their voting. The
Credentials Committee has denied the rest of the SGA this
chance.
Following this thought, we would like to present the committee's voting record on the proposal: Chairman Jeff Alcott and
members Bob George and Terry Gorsinski voted against the rollcalling; member Mark Kline, who sponsored the proposal, voted
for it.
The roll-calling requirement should be re-proposed and passed.
Without it, SGA elections will continue to be a farce, leaving
students no important part in their government. With it, SGA
elections might gain importance and respectability. At least there
would be a chance.

Expand paperback program
By ASH JOHNSTON
Probably only 10 percent of
the university population is
aware of a program that has
existed here for two and a half
years. This program is a free
paperback exchange service
in the Madison Memorial
library, located in the
President's Room on the main
floor.
Anyone can bring in
paperbacks
and
exchange them for books

Madison
Memorial
Library
should:
• Diversify its paperback
collection.
• Keep textbooks available
on reserve.
• • The SGA should donate
books or money to the
collection.

from a donated collection
But apparently this service has not
generated any interest from the campus or the
community. Few persons have noticed it. An
article in the Nov 18 issue of The Breeze explained that changes are planned which will
"revitalize the program in hopes of drawing
more people." The library staff committe
maintains that the best method of attracting
more persons is by acquiring more books, so
the committee is working to expand the size of
the collection.
The committee's intentions for a free exchange are commendable. It is good to see
that after two years it plans to expand rather
than to eliminate a service which has had only
modest success.
Any changes at all in the program will increase publicity and attract more participants.
Yet the free exchange has great potential and
the library committee's goals should be
enlarged.
The selection of books should be diversified.
Currently it largely consists of "spy stories,

love stories, westerns and
mysteries." While adding to
these categories, the library
should expand by including
classics, literature, history
and science, all of which can
be found in paperback
editions.
Textbooks and other class
materials should be included
in the exchange. A current
copy of the text of each class
should be in a reserved
file in the library.

The exchange should be expanded at regular
intervals to remain current and to attract new
participants. There are many opportunities to
acquire used paperbacks through major book
fairs and stores, at low cost. Money should
consistently be budgeted for the free exchange
program.
Finally, an organization such as the Student
Government Association should get involved
with a program that potentially would benefit
all students. Perhaps the SGA could donate its
services or money to help expand the exchange. The SGA recently sold 17 cartons of
books left from its used booksale for $550.
The free paperback exchange program is
worthwhile and can be useful to everyone, and
in time can grow to become a university institution The library is an abused educational
tool to begin with, and the exchange also can
make students aware of other library benefits.
It is hoped that the library committee's plans
for the free paperback exchange are successful and that the service is expanded to its
full potential.
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Readers' Forum
Placement office assists in job decisions, searches
To the editor:
Regarding the Nov. 18 article entitled "On-campus
interviewing brings students
jobs" by Suzanne Cale. I
would like to clarify the
following points. On-campus
recruitment is one of several
services offered by the Office
Of Career Planning and
Placement to assist students
with their job searches. These
interviews
give
James
Madison University seniors an
excellent opportunity to make
contacts with employers who
have entry level openings for
college graduates.
JMU's reputation as a
source for new talent always
has been especially strong in
the field of education. School
systems do not "occasionally"

ft

JOBS MADBON/i/L,
^rUNIVERSrrY«^^
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recuit on campus as stated in
the article, but constitute a
significant portion of the
recruitment program.
In business, industry and
government,
JMU's

^ ^ \

reputation is building. This
increased
awareness
is
reflected in an expanded oncampus recruitment program
which has tripled in recent
years. Not only is the number

Movie-goers were immature, impolite
To the editor:
Upon coming to college, we
expected the majority of
students to be mature and
somewhat courteous.
However, after attending a
movie on campus, it is apparent that this type of
student does not exist at
James Madison University. It
almost is not worth the $1.25 to
see a movie, just because we
can't even hear half of what's
going on.
Movies were meant to be
enjoyed by everyone, not just
the inconsiderate clods who
yell and laugh, ruining other
spectators' pleasure. It is only
common courtesy to keep
your thoughts to yourself,
since no one else pays to hear
them.
We thought college students
were mature enough to handle
subjects such as nudity and

sexuality without having to
laugh and make inane comments to cover up their embarrassment.
We hope that the next time
someone attending a movie a
movie ha> the urge to create a
disturbance, he or she will

remember that there are
others who may take the
subject matter seriously and
who would appreciate their
$1.25. worth of silence.
Thank you very much.
Silvia Hernandez
Leslie Stoiko

Report campus vandalism
To the editor:
Theft and vandalism on the
James Madison University
campus is on a slight increase
and we (Group 5 of a Small
Group Communication class),
in an effort to reduce this
increase, would like to stress
to
students
and
administration the importance
of reporting any theft and
vandalism seen on campus.
The JMU security office will
take reports of any crime

around the clock. The number
to call to report a crime is 4336361. The security office is
open during the day from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. Your
cooperation will help reduce
theft and vandalism at JMU.
Tony Bowman
Terry I.afon
David Grant
Gaye BlodgeU
Jenny Foley
Jackie Hanky

Turkey of the Year rules were vague
To the editor:
You are so dumb. I would
like to elaborate on The
Breeze's policies concerning
the Turkey of the Year contest.
First and foremost, where
was the rule which stated that

Editorial
policy
Editorials that do not
carry a by-line are the
opinion of The Breeze
editors. Letters to the
editor are found under
Reader's Forum, and
unsolicited columns are
under a Guestspot logo. All
other columns on these
pages are the opinion of
their authors, and not
necessarily the opinion of
The Breeze editors, the
students, faculty, or staff
of
James
Madison
University.

a student could cast only one
vote? If there was such a rule
it should have been clearly
stated by The Breeze staff
who coordinated the contest.
Second, the only students
who were denied any privilege
by not being able to get hold of
a copy of The Breeze were
those students who live offcampus and suddenly had no
wastepapcr to start a fire in
their fireplaces with.
Third, it seems obvious to
me and my staff of IS
"forgers" that even if 600
separate
students
cast
separate votes, The Breeze
still would have cried and still
would have called it an attempt to stuff the ballot.
When will the Student
Government
Association'
president stop winning Turkey
of the Year? And when will
turkeys like you resign so that
The Breeze will become a
credible college paper like it
once was?
Sal Aparo and
the Turkey Staffers
Editor's note:
Now in its
third -year. The' ■ Breed's ' '

of recruiters up, but each year
the percentage of students
receiving
offers
from
recruiting employers
increases.
All interested seniors are
encouraged to participate in
on-campus interviews;
however, they must have a
placement file opened with the
office prior to signing up for
an interview. The placement
file includes an information
sheet and references, but not

\

transcripts as indicated by
Ms. Cale.
Furthermore, students are
urged to take advantage of
other Career Planning and
Placement services which
include seminars on other job
hunting techniques and the
career resources library.
Carol Nesslein
Assistant Director
Career
Planning
Placement

and

Isolated dorms

Winter woes
By MARK JORDAN LEGAN
In case you haven't noticed, winter is here. I recently
became aware of the predicament when I was studying in
the library. I was in a certain section of the building, it was
late, and there were only about 12 persons in the same room
as I. But they all were coughing! Not just coughing, but
COUGHING. I mean watery eyes, red nose, white drool,
veins sticking out of the neck—the works. I found it hard to
study when the library sounded like a Black Lung Relief
Center. I quickly left.
Not only is everyone getting sick, but the WEATHER!
One day, it'll be nice and comfortable and the next day it
seems like we've been moved to the University of Iceland. I
never know what to expect when I lift up the windowshade
in the morning.
Have you noticed how
those in distant dorms are
so cranky in the morning
That always happens when
the weather gets bad If
you live any farther than 80
steps from the center of
campus,
- get ready to
be lonely .J\ Here's a
good (// example:
The
party.
January
as a

Turkey of the Year contest
has been won by two SGA
presidents and one former
feature editor for The Breeze.

Fraternity
thanked
To the editor:
I would like to openly think
the brothers and little sisters
of TKE fraternity for their
recent excellent social event.
Besides having a truly enjoyable time, the party proved
to be an excellent opportunity
to meet students in a more
relaxed and informal setting
than the classroom.
Stan Ulanski
Geology & Geography Dept.
Editor's note: Tau Kappa
Epsilon sponsored a facultyfraternity
party
before
Thanksgiving vacation. Each
brother was encouraged to
invite a faculty member to the
formal; Dr. Ulanski was one
such guest.

Campus care stations needed
witch's mammary outside. A guy is trying to pick up a
chick. . .
' 'Hey baby. This party is getting a little too crowded.''
"Yes, you're right It sure is."
VI noticed you right from the start, baby."
"I know. I'm sorry I spilled that beer in your hair."
"Hey, no sweat. That's cool. I use Body On Tap shampoo
anyway. So, to cut away from the Smalltalk, why don't you
and I go to my dorm for a few hot sweaty hours?"
"I'd love t>. I would just love to, stud."
"Great foxy mama. Get your coat."
» "Sure thing. Oh. by the way where do you live7"
"White Hall."
There is silence, then the girl mutters, "Get lost
maggot."
#

Let's face it. There are certain dorms that are as popular
as a leper colony in the winter. There should be rest stations
around campus. You know, some blankets, a few slabs of
beef jerky a nd some coffee. I know I'd use it.
So when winter really hits, and your room feels like the
inside of a popsicle, grin and bear it. No, wait strike that
last comment.

^
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Campus
Security

JMU officers have same
powers as Virginia police
By JOE SCHNECKENBURGER
Campus police at James Madison University have the same
jurisdiction and power as any Virginia city or county law officer.
"There is a tendency to view campus police as somewhat less
than police," said Alan MacNutt, director of Security and Safety
at JMU.
However, according to the Campus Police Act included in the
Code of Virginia, campus police have the same powers and duties
as city and county police officers "upon any property owned or
controlled by the institution... and upon streets, sidewalks and
highways immediately adjacent thereto."
Campus police also have the power to investigate, to serve
warrants and to make arrests on any property or building on or
off campus that is owned or rented by the university, including
the University Farm and the Presidential Apartments.
THROUGH \ "gentleman's agreement", Harrisonburg police
assume primary investigative responsibility over Presidential
Apartments," according to MacNutt. Campus police will respond
to any emergency calls, but all others will be passed along to the
city police, he added.
According to the Campus Police Act, JMU security officers
must comply with the same training requirements as other law
enforcement officers. Campus officers here may go on to other
police jobs without additional training, MacNutt said.
"There is a more healthy respect for our officers as policemen
then elsewhere where campus police are treated as less than
equal," said MacNutt, a former state police officer in Pennsylvania.
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OFFICER GARY Harvey of JMU Security directs traffic into the Godwin Hall parking lot.

STUDENT CADET Shawn Pifer informs driver of available
parking.

History professor to complete
research project in Taiwan
By ROSEMARY BOYD
During the 1981 fall semester, Dr. ChongKun Yoon, a James Madison University
history professor, will travel to Taiwan to
complete a two-year-old research project, the
results of which he intends to publish.
Yoon will study at the Academia Sinica and
Palace Museum in Taipei, Taiwan, the
equivalent of the U.S. Library of Congress and
National Archives. The purpose of this study,
according to Yoon, is to explore period
documents on the White Lotus (or Millinarian)
Peasant Rebellion in China from 1796 to 1804.
The White Lotus Rebellion led to the collapse
of the Manchu Dynasty and a troubled 19th
century in China. Using the information he is
compiling, Yoon plans to write a book about
the social, economic and political aspects of
the rebellion. No extensive study has been
published on the rebellion, despite its pertinent
effect on the future of the Chinese people,
according to Yoon.
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DR. CHUNG-KUN Yoon will study at the Academia Sinica and
Palace Museum in Taipei, Taiwan.

YOON HAS completed extensive research at
the libraries of Harvard, Yale and Columbia
Universities through a JMU Summer Faculty
Grant and two grants from the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH). He hopes
to submit his completed manuscript to the
Yale University Press.
In Taiwan, Yoon contends he will find period
documents and local histories not available in
the United States.
Yoon has received an $11,000 NEH Award,

which was granted by the National Council for
Humanities. The specific type of grant is
"highly competitive and an honor to receive,"
Yoon said. Although he will take leave from
JMU for a year beginning next semester, the
grant stipend applies only to six months, which
will run into the 1981 fall semester.
Yoon plans to visit Peking, China, after his
research in Taipei is finished.
"I AM trying to make an effort to visit institutions of higher learning in Mainland
China, such as Peking University," Yoon said.
He does not plan to study in Peking, however,
because he is unsure of Communist China's
restrictions on historical documents.
"The People's Republic may by closed to
accept open-minded ideas," Yoon said.
Asked whether he anticipates any hard
feelings because of the current American
foreign policy toward Taiwan, Yoon replied,
"No, not really. Taiwan is happy about the
forthcoming Reagan presidency." Presidentelect Ronald Reagan plans to set up a policy
enabling the U.S. to recognize both Taiwan and
the People's Republic, according to Yoon.
Originally from Korea, Yoon has been
teaching at JMU since 1970; he has a B.A. from
the University of Oregon and earned his M.A.
and Ph.D. from American University.
Chairman of the Asian and Russian studies
program here, Yoon teaches courses on SinoSoviet government, politics and culture.

